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Introduction

In [7], A. Wagner has introduced a special class of finite affine planes.
These are called W-planes by M J . Kallaher (See [3], p. 106). These planes
admit plenty of involutory homologies. A. Wagner proved (lemma 3, [7])
that a PF-plane is either a translation plane or a dual translation plane or has
certain property. In this paper, we study a finite affine plane, in which only
the first of Wagner's condition is satisfied, called weak PF-plane. We show a
stronger theorem that a weak PF-plane is a translation plane of characteristic
Φ2 or a dual translation plane of characteristic Φ2. Towards this end, we
study the implications of a weak ϊF-plane admitting a (P, /)-transitivity for
some point-line pair (Pyl) and prove our assertion under this extra hypothesis.
In the third section of this paper, we relax this condition and show our main
theorem.

1. Previous Results

For basic definitions and theorems, we refer to [2] and [3]. We also make
frequent use of the following well known theorems on collineations of projec-
tive planes.

Therem 1.1. ([2], p. 98 Corollary). Let Π be a finite protective plane
of order n and let G be a collineatίon group of Π. If \ G(Afl) \ > 1 for at least two
choices of A on I, then G(U) is an elementary abelίan p-group where p is a prime
divisor of n.

Theorem 1.2. ([2], p. 104, Corollary 1 to Theorem 4.25). Let π be a
finite projective plane and a, β be two non-trivial homologies with distinct centers
A, B and the same axis I. Then <α, /5> contains an (AB Π I, ϊ)-elation mapping
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A onto B.

Theorem 1.3. (Gleasen) ([2], p. 104, Corollary 1 to Theorem 4.26).
Let Π be a finite projective plane and let G be a collίneatίon group of Π. If,
for some line I, | G(Xtl) | =h> 1 for all x on I, then I is a translation line.

Theorem 1.4. ([2], p. 101. Lemma 4.22). Let π be a projective plane.
If a is an involutory {A, a)-homology of π and β is an involutory (B, b)-homology
of π such that B^a and A^b, then aβ is an involutory (a(~)b,AB)-homology of
π.

Theorem 1.5. (Gleason) ([3], p. 30, Lemma 3.6). Let G be a permuta-
tion group on a finite set Ω of order n>\, and let p be a prime. If3 for every point
x^Ω, the group G contains an elememt a of order p fixing x and no other point
of Ω, then G is transitive on Ω.

Theorem 1.6. ([5]). If a projective plane π is (A, l)-transitive for every
line I through B and AΦB, then the plane π is (A, Bytranshive (i.e., π is (A, /)-
transitive for every line I through B). In particular AB is a translation line.

Theorem 1.7. ([4] and [6]). If a projective plane π is {piy l^-transitive
for i=l,2 where P1&l1,P2&l2 and /ifl^Φ-Pi^ then π is Desarguesian or it
is the plane over the near-field of order 9 or its dual.

Theorem 1.8. ([1]). This is no finite plane of the class I6 or the class III^

Theorem 1.9. (Qstrom-Wagner) ([3], p. 43, Theorem 4.3). Let X be
a finite affine plane, and G, a collineatίon group of 2. The following statements
are equivalent:
(1) The group G is transitive on the affine points of Σ.
(2) For every point ί/G/M, the group Gυ operates transitively on the affine lines
of 2 through U.

Theorem 1.10. ([2]), p. 104, Theorem 4.26). Let π be a finite projec-
tive plane of order n and let G be a collίnsation group of π. Suppose there is a line
I and a point Q on I such that \ G(Atl) \ = h> 1 for all A in l,AφQ. Then \ G{Qtl) \
=n i.e. π is (Q, ΐ)-transitive.

Theorem 1.11. (Ostrom) ([3], p. 51, Theorem 4.6). Let π be a finite
projective plane of order n, let G be a collineation group of π, and let I be a line of
π. If I G(ιtί) I >n, then | G(Rιl) | > 1 for every point P^l.

2. Definitions and basic lemmas

DEFINITION: ([3], p. 106). Let Σ be a finite affine plane and let G be a
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collineation group of Σ Then the plane Σ is called a W-plane and G, a
W-group if G has the following properties:
(i) For every affine flag (Q, /) of 2, the group G contains an involutory homo-

logy fixing the flag (Q, /).
(ii) Let P and Q be any two points on the line L of Σ, and let / and m be

two affine lines of Σ through Q. If G contains an involutory homology
fixing P, Q and /, then G contains an involutory homology fixing P, Q
and m.

DEFINITION. Let Σ be a finite affine plane and G be a collineation group
of Σ If G has property (i) of the above definition, then Σ is called a weak W-
plane with respect to G. We will also describe this by saying that the pair
(Σ, G) is a weak ϊF-plane.

In the rest of this paper, whenever a weak W-ptene (Σ, G) and any col-
lineation a is considered, it is tacitly assumed that a^G. This is to avoid
repeated mention of G.

We may note here that any translation plane or dual translation plane of
characteristic φ2 is a WF-plane and hence a weak PF-plane (with respect to the
full collineation group).

Since we are looking at affine planes, every collineation of G fixes the line
L. Hence L is fixed by every (P,/)-persρectivity. Hence, if further P G / ,
then necessarily P G L .

Lemma 2.1. Let Σ be a weak W-plane with respect to a collineation group
G of Σ. Then either G does not have any fixed point in Σ or Σ is a Moufang
plane.

Proof. Let T Γ ^ Σ U L be the projective closure of Σ. Let, if possible,
Q be an affine point fixed by G.

Let P be a point on L and /be any affine line such that P G / and Q^l.
Let L be any affine point on /. Since Σ is a weak PF-plane, there exists an
involutory homology a fixing the flag (L, /). Now there are three possibilities,
regarding the center and the axis of a.

(i) L is the center of a and so L is the axis of a. (ii) / is the axis of a
and some point on L is the center of a. (in) lf]L is the center of a and some
line through L is the axis of a.

Since a fixes Q, we conclude that a must be an involutory (I f)l°o, LQ)-
homology. Since L is an arbitrary affine point on /, there exists an involutory
(/ Γl /βo, DQ)-homology for every affine point X on /. By dual of (1.2), the group
of all (/ Π /oo, (/ Π /oo)Q)-elations is transitive on the affine points of /. Thus the
plane π is (P=l ΠL, (IΠL) Q=PQ)-transitive. Since / is an arbitrary affine
line, not through Q, P can be taken to be an arbitrary point on L. Therefore the
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plane π belongs to Lenz-Barlotti class IIIX with (Q, /«,) as the distinguished
point-line pair. This contradicts theorem (1.8) and our assertion stands proved.

Lemma 2.2. Let (Σ, G) be a weak W-plane which is not a translation plane.
Then G has at most one fixed point P on L and in this case P is a dual transla-
tion point.

Proof. Let 7r=Σ l lL the projective closure of Σ and P be a point on /«,,
fixed by every collineation of G. Let n be the order of π. Since π admits
involutory homologies, n is odd.

We consider two cases separately and prove our assertion in each case.

Case (i) Suppose there exists an affine line /, not through P, which is not the
axis of any involutory homology.

Let L be an affine point on /. Since Σ is a weak TF-plane, there exists an
involutory homology a fixing the flag (L, /). Now either the center of a is L
and the axis of a is L or the center of a is / Π L and the axis of a is LP (Since
a fixes P also). Let Ωx be the set of all affine points X on I such that there
exists an involutory (X, /oo)-homology and let Ω2 be the set of all affine points Y
on / such that YφfV Note that | Ωx U Ω2 | =n=odd.

For any two distinct affine points i?x and R2^ΩU there exists an involutory
(Ru /oo)-homology and an involutory (R2y /oo)-homology. Thus there exists a
(/ Π I™, /co)-elation mapping i?j onto R2 by (1.2). Therefore the group of all
(/ Π /oo, /oo)-elations is transitive on the points of Ω1#

For any two distinct affine points Qι and Q2GΩ2, there exists an involutory
(/Π/oo, QiP)-homology and an involutory (/ Γl /«,, Q2F)-homology. By dual of
(1.2), there exists a (/ΠL, /oo)-elation β mapping QλP onto QJP and so β maps
Qx onto Q2. Thus the group of all (/ Π /«,, /oo)-elations is transitive on the points
of Ω2. Since Ω ! n Ω 2 = 0 the group of all (/ΓlL, L)-elations divides the line /
into two orbits, namely Ωx and Ω2.

If either Ωi=0 or Ω 2 =0, then the plane π is (/ Π L, /co)-transitive by (1.2)
or its dual. Since L has at least three distinct points, let Z be a point on l^
such that P φ Z φ / Π L. Let r be an affine line through Z, and R be an affine
point on r. Let λ be an involutory homology fixing the flag (i?, r). Since λ
fixes P, λ has to be an involutory (R, L)-homology. Otherwise, λ shifts the
point / Π /oo and fixes the line L and so the plane π is ((/ Π L)\ΦlΠ L, L\=L)-
transitive and thus /<*, is a translation line which contradicts our hypothesis.
Since R is an arbitrary affine point on r, the plane π is (Zy IΠ /oo)-transitive by
(1.2) and so L is a translation line which again contradicts our hypothesis.

Hence ΩiΦ0ΦΩ2.
We now observe that the plane π is (/ Π L, L)-transitive if there exists a

non-trivial elation which takes a point of Ωj onto a point of Ω2. Therefore
every non-trivial (l(~)L, /Relation fixes Ωx and Ω2 setwise. Since a non-trivial
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(/ Π L, L)-elation is uniquely determined by the image of any single point, not
on L, it is clear that | G(ln,„,,.., | = | Ωx | and | | GUn,mU \ = | Ω21. Thus | Ωj| =

|Ω 2 |
Hence n must be even which is not possible.

Case (ii) Every affine line, not through P, is the axis of an involutory homology.
Since G fixes P, the center of all such involuotry homologies is P. Thus P is
a dual translation point by dual of (1.2). , •

Theorem 2.3. Let (Σ, G) be a weak W-plane and Σ be (Pyl)-transitίve
for some incident point-line pair (P, I). Then Σ is either a translation plane or a
dual translatin plane.

Proof. Let π=XΠL be the projective closure of Σ. We consider the
following two cases separately and prove our assertion in each case.

Case(i): /ΦL.
Case (ii): /=/oo.

Case (i). Clearly P G L . Suppose Σ is a translation plane or P is a dual trans-
lation point. Then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, by (2.2), there exi-
sts a collinearion a which shifts P. Thus the plane π is (PaφP, /<2φ/)-tran-
sitive. Therefore the plane π belongs to Lenz-Barlotti class IIIj with (lf)L,
PPa=L) as the special point-line pair. But there is no finite plane of the class
IΠi by (1.8). So the plane Σ must be Moufang and hence Paipian.
Case (ii) Clearly P E L If either Σ is a translation plane 01 P is a dual trans-
lation point, then our assertion stands proved. Otherwise, by (2.2), there
exists a collineation λ which shifts P. Then the plane π is ( P λ φ P , /ooλ^L)-
transitive. Therefore the line /«, is a translation line.

Theorem 2.4. Let (Σ, G) be a weak W-plane and Σ be (P} l)-transitive for
some non-incident point-line pair (P, /). Then Σ is the plane over a near-field or a
dual near-field.

Proof. Let π be the proejctive closure of Σ. We consider the follow-
ing two cases separately and prove our assertion in each case.

Case (i):/=/«,.
Case(ii):/φ/oo.

Case (i). If Σ is Moufang, we are done. Otherwise by (2.1), there exists a
collineation a of Σ such that P α φ P . Then the plane π is (PαΦP, La^U)-
transitive. Thus the plane π is (PPa, L)-transitive by (1.6) and in particular
PPa Π /oo is a dual translation point. Hence the plane π belongs to the plane
over a dual near-field.
Case (ii) Subcase (a). Clearly P G L Suppose G fixes lf)L. By (2.2), either
/ Π /oo is a dual translation point or L is a translation line. In the first case, there
exists a non-trivial (/ Π L, /)-elation β which fixes / and shifts P. Thus the plane
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π is (P/3ΦP, /β=/)-transitive and so the plane π is (PP/3=L, Z)-transitive by
dual of (1.6). Therefore the plane π belongs to the plane over a dual near-field.
In second case, there exists a non-trivial (P, /^-elation ω which fixes P and
shifts /. Thus the plane π is (Pω=P, /ωφ/)-transitive. Therefore the plane π
is (P, /n/ω=/n/oo)-transitive by (1.6). Hence the plane π belongs to the plane
over a near-field.

Subcase (b). Supppse G does not fix IΠ /«. Then there exists a collineation
δ which shifts / Π L. If δ fixes P, then the plane π is (Pδ=P, /δ φ/oo)-transitive
and so the plane π is (P, / Π /δ)-transitive by (1.6) where / Π /δ<$/«,. In particu-
lar the plane π is (If) /δ, L) -transitive. By case (i), we are done. Hence δ does
not fix P. So the plane π is (PδΦP, /δφ/)-transitive with lnlδ<£PPδ=L.
Thus the plane π is Desarguesian or the plane over the near-field of order 9 or
its dual by (1.7). •

3. On weak W-planes

Lemma 3.1. Let (2, G) be a weak W-plane. It further 2 is neither a
translation plane nor a dual translation plane, then a point X^L, which is the
center of a non-trivial homology, is also the center of a non-trivial translation and
a non-trivial affine elation {elation with affine line as axis).

Proof. Let a be a non-trivial (X, #)-homology where xφL. Let π be
the projective closure of 2. Let n be the order of the plane π.
Case (i) Suppose there is an afBne line / through x> which is not the axis of
any involutory homology. Let Ωx be the set of all afBne points Q on I such that
there exists an involutory (Q, /oo)-homology and let Ω2 be the set of all afHne
points Q on / such that Q^ΩV

Suppose Ωι=0. Then for every Qt ^/, Q Φtf, the plane π has an involu-
tory (xy /,.)-homology a{ for some afHne line /,- through Qh i=ί to n and |Ω21 =
n. If any two of axes of all such involutory homologies, namely I/s intercept at
a point on L, then the group of all (X, /oo)-elations is transitive on the afHne
points on / by dual of (1.2). Hence the plane Σ is (X, L)-transitive and hence
2 is a translation plane or a dual translation plane by (2.3) which contradicts
our assumption. It follows that there exists a Zλ and Z 2 ^ Ω 2 such that π admits
an involutory (X, ^-homology and an involutory (X, g2)-homology with Zx^
qlyZ2^q2,qin<l2&l°°' Let {qιΓ\q^X=q. Now if liΓilj^L for some iyj^
{1, 2, •••, ή}> then we are done by dual of (1.2). So, we may assume that /,- Π lj
φ/oo for every ί,jG{l, 2, ~yn}. If for every ij^ {1, 2, •••, n} l{ Π/y^ί, then
2 is (X, #)-transitive, and so we are done by (2.3). Thus we may assume l{ Π /,-
&q for some i,j ^ {1, 2, •••, n}]. In this case, G has an afHne elation β whose
axisφ#. Therefore \G(X, q)\=Pa for some prime p dividing n and for some
integer a>\ by dual of (1.1). Let Ω be the set of lines among 1/s such that
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they are concurrent at qif)q2> Clearly \Ω\=Pa. If l/s meet q at dintinct
points, let identity Φ β 0 e G(X, q). Then βό1<xiβ0 is an involutory (X,lβ^-
homology. Note that /f /?0Φ/y,y^ {1, 2, •••, n}. So we may apply the dual of
(1.2), and (1.11), and conclude that there exists a non-trivial (X> /oo)-elation.

Hence we may assume that there exists an affine point Z^q, and ZφgΉ//,
i^L {1, 2, •••, n}. We consider the flag (Zy q). Let a0 be the involutory homo-
logy fixing the flag (Z, q). Then it is clear that α o φ«, for any i. If X is the
center of aOy then the axis of a0 passes through Z, and hence is different from
any /,. So we may apply the dual of (1.2), and (1.11). If cx0 is an involutory
(Z, /oo)-homology, then β~ιaoβ is also an involutory (Z/3ΦZ, /00/β=/0o)-homology.
So I G(X, L) I > 1 by (1.2). Finally suppose a0 is an involutory (D, #)-homology
where ΰ e L . If Z)e/ t for some ί where /t is an element of Ω, then aoa{ is an
involutory (qf)li, DX=/oo)-homology. Then β^a^aβ is also an involutory
((<? ΠtyβΦlΓϊL, /oo)-homology. Thus G contains a non-trivial (X, /oo)-elation.
Therefore we may assume D$/, for any / ^ Ω . Here we observe that fixes Ω
setwise and note that a does not fix any element in Ω. Therefore 2 divides
|Ω | =Pa. This implies 2=p,p divides n implies that 2 divides n, a contradic-
tion.

Hence JΩJ > 1 by (2.1). We observe that |G ( X f / β β ) | > 1 by (1.2). If Ω 2 =
0, then |Ωi| =w and for every point P on /, there exists an involutory (P, /«)-
homology. By (1.2), the group of all (X, /oo)-elations is transitive on the affine
points of /. So the plane π is (X, l^)-transitive which contradicts our assump-
tion by (2.3). So | Ω 2 | > 1 . Also for every point Q G Ω 2 , there exists an in-
volutory (Xy </)-homology with Q^q. If any two axes of all such involutory
homologies intercept at a point on L, then the group of all (X, L)-elations di-
vides the line / into exactly two orbits, namely ί^ and Ω2 by (1.2) and its dual.
Following the same method as (2.2), we observe that n is even. But the plane
n has involutory homologies and so n has to be odd. Hence this case cannot
arise. So, there exists Qx and Q G Ω 2 such that π admits an involutory (X, q^-
homology and an involutory (X, #2)-homology with Qi^#i, Q 2 ^# 2 and q1f)q2&
loo. By dual of (1.2), there exists a non-trivial (X, (q1 Π q2)X)-elation which
proves our assertion in this case.

Case (ii) Let us assume that every affine line through X is the axis of an involu-
tory homology. If the center of all such involutory homologies is the point
Λ?Π/OO, then the plane π is (xf)L, L)-transitive by dual of (1.2) which cannot
happen by (2.3). Therefore π has an involutory (D, z)-homology γ with Z)φ
#Γl/oo and I G ^ . Then a~lrγa is an involutory ( ΰ α φ ΰ , #α=#)-homology.
Then the group <α, a~1(γa,y contains a non-trivial (X, #)-elation, say β by a dual
of (1.2). Then let q be an affine line through X. Then by our assumption, π
has an involutory (Du #)-homology δ for some point XΦDλ^L. Thus the
group <δ, β^Sβy has a non-trivial (X, Relation by dual of (1.2). Since q is an
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arbitrary affine line through X, we observe that \G(X x)\>n. By (1.11),

Corollary 3.2. Let (Σ, G) be a weak W-plane and TΓ^ΣU/OO the pro-

jective closure of Σ. Then there exists a point on /« which is not the center of any

ίnvolutory homology if Σ is neither a translation plane nor a dual translation plane.

Proof. Suppose π is neither a translation plane nor a dual translation
plane.

Suppose every point on L is the center of an involutory homology. By
(3.1), for every point X on L, we observe that | G{Xfloo) | > 1 and | G(Xtl) | > 1 for
at least one affine line / through X. By (1.1), G(ίeotloo) is an elementary abelian
j£>-group for some prime number^) dividing n and for every point J o n L \ G(XtX) \
> 1 is an elementary abelian ^-group by dual of (1.1). Let X be a point on L.
By (3.1), there exists a non-trivial (X> /Relation βx of order p and the collinea-
tion βx fixes the point X and acts on other points on L. Since X is an arbitrary
point on L, the collineation group G is transitive on L by (1.5). Also | G(Xtloo) \
> 1 for every point X on L. Therefore | G(Xtloo) | is independent of X. Then
\G(XJoo)\=h>l for all points X on L. By (1.3), L is a translation line which
contradicts our hypothesis. Hence our assertion stands proved.

Corollary 3.3. Any weak W-plane, which contains an involutory homology
with an affine center, is a translation plane or dual translation plane.

Proof. Let (Σ, G) be a weak PF-plane and τr=ΣU/oo the projective

closure of Σ.
Let a be an involutory (Z, /oo)-homology. We prove that the plane Σ has

to be a translation plane or a dual translation plane.
Let Cίγ be the set of all points X on /«, such that | G(Z>/oo) | > 1 and | G(X>1) \

> 1 for at least one affine line / through X and let Ω2 be the set of all points Y
on L such that Y φΩ l β We claim that Ω 2 =0.

Suppose YEΞΩ2. Consider the line YZ. If YZ is not the axis of any
involutory homology, then the involutory homology δ fixing the affine flag
(Q, YZ) is an involutory (Q, /co)-homology. Otherwise, Y is the center of δ
or δ is an involutory (D, YZ)-homology. In the second case, aS is an in-
volutory (Y, DZ)-homology by (1.4). So in each case, Y is the center of some
involutory homology. Thus, by (3.1), Y e ί l j which contradicts our assump-
tion. It follows that for every affine point Q^YZ there exists an involutory
(Q, /oo)-homology. By (1.2), the group of all (Y, L) ellations is transitive on
the affine points of YZ. Hence the plane π is (Y, /co)-transitive from which our
assertion follows by (2.3).
Hence ίl2—0 a n c^ s o |Ωil=fl. Following the same proof as in (3.2), we see
that Zoo is a translation line these by proving our theorem.
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Theorem 3.4. Under the assumption of (3.1), the collineatίon group G of Σ

is transitive on the affine points of Σ.

Proof. Let Ωx be the set of all points X on fc such that X is the center
of an involutory homology and let Ω2 be the set of all points Y on L such that

We observe that for every point j G Ω h \G(Xfloo)\>l and \G(Xfl)\>l for
at least one affine line / through X by (3.1). If Ω 2 =0, by the same argument
as in (3.1), we observe that L is a translation line which contradicts our assump-
tion. Thus |Ω 2 | > 1 by (2.2). Let Y<ΞΩ2. Let m be an affine line through Y
and let M be an affine point on m. Let a be an involutory homology fixing the
flag (M, m). By (3.3), M is not the center of a. Since Y G Ω 2 , Y is not the
center of a. Therefore m is the axis of a. Also since m is an arbitrary affine
line throgh Y, every affine line through Y i» the axis of an involutory homology.
We observe that a fixes Ω2 setwise. Further the collineation a also fixes Y in
Ω2 and fixes no other point in Ω2. So 2 divides |Ω 2 | — 1.

Clearly Ω x φ0 and so \ΩI1\>1 by (2.2). Let X<^ΩV Let / be an affine
line through X and T be an affine point on /. Let y be an involutory homology
fixing the flag (T, I). By (3.3), the point T is not the center of y. If the axis
of y is the line /, then the center of 7 is a point in Ωx by our assumption. We
observe the collineation y fixes Ω2 setwise and fixes no point in Ω2. So 2 divides
IΩ21 which contradicts to 2 divides (| Ω21 — 1). Hence / Γl L=X is the center of
y and the axis of y is an affine line 70 through T and further 70Γl/oo^Ω2. Since
T is an arbitrary point on /, for every affine point Z^l, there exists an involu-
tory (X, ̂ -homology where z is an affine line through Z. Let Zλ and Z2^t.
Then there exists an involutory (X, ̂ -homology and an involutory (X, z2)-
homology with Zx^zx and Z2^z2. Then there exists a non-trivial (X, (^ Π ̂ 2)Xy
elation mapping z1 onto z2 (hence mapping Zx onto Z2) by dual of (1.2). Thus
the group G{XtX) is transitive on the affine point of /. Since / is an arbitrary
affine line through X, the group G(XtX) is transitive on the affine points of / for
every affine line / through X. The above assertion follows for every point X
on Ωi. Since | Ω i | > l , there exists XuX2^Ωι and XιΦX2. We clear that
^Q{χltXl) I, G(X2tX2)y is transitive on the affine points of 2. •
We now come to our main theorem.

Theorem 3.5. A weak W-plane is either a translation plane or a dual trans-
lation plane of chract eristic φ2.

Proof. Let (Σ, G) be a weak ϊF-plane. Let 7r=ΣU/oo the piojective
closure of Σ.

Suppose the plane π is neither a translation plane nor a dual translation plane.

Then the group G is transitive on the affine points of Σ by (3.4). Let Ωx and
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Ω2 be subsets of points on L, defined as in (3.4). Also we observe that for every
point l G Ω l 5 I G(X>/) | > 1 for at least one affine line / through X By (1.9), for
every point t / e L , the group Gσ operates transitively on the affine lines of Σ
through U. Therefore for every point X^ΩU \G{χ,n\=h>\ for all affine line
/ through X. So the plane π is (Xy L)-transitive by (1.10) for every point X^
Ωj. By (2.3), the plane π is either a translation plane or a dual translation plane
which contradicts our assumption.

The assertion about characteristic easily follows and so it stands proved. •
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